Abstract A special class of multicomponent NLS equations, generalizing the vector NLS and related to the BD.I-type symmetric are shown to be integrable through the inverse scattering method (ISM). The corresponding fundamental analytic solutions are constructing thus reducing the inverse scattering problem to a RiemannHilbert problem. We introduce the minimal sets of scattering data T which determines uniquely the scattering matrix and the potential Q of the Lax operator. The elements of T can be viewed as the expansion coefficients of Q over the 'squared solutions' that are natural generalizations of the standard exponentials. Thus we demonstrate that the mapping T → Q is a generalized Fourier transform. Special attention is paid to two special representatives of this MNLS with three-component and five components which describe spinor (F = 1 and F = 2, respectively) BoseEinstein condensates.
Introduction
The integrable multicomponent NLS (MNLS) equations are naturally related to the symmetric spaces [28, 9] . Formally the corresponding MNLS can be written as:
see [11, 15] . Here u may be generic k × n rectangular matrix. It is well known that these MNLS are related to the A.III class of symmetric spaces in Cartan classifica-tion. Of course, one should consider also the numerous MNLS that can be obtained from (1) by applying Mikhailov reductions [29] , see [15, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19] . Some of these MNLS have applications to physics. Most of them are related to the vector NLS, i.e. k = 1 and u is an n-component vector; for n = 2 this is the famous Manakov model [28] , see also [5, 8] .
Another very interesting class of MNLS has been discovered by Kulish and Sklyanin [27] . The simplest nontrivial Kulish-Sklyanin (KS) model is a 3-component one
Its integrability, both in classical and quantum sense, was demonstrated in [27] , see also [17, 18, 26] . The next member in this class is a 5-component one:
i∂ t Φ ±2 + ∂ xx Φ ±2 = −2ε(Φ, Φ * )(x,t)Φ ±2 + εΘ (x,t)Φ * ∓2 , i∂ t Φ ±1 + ∂ xx Φ ±1 = −2ε(Φ, Φ * )(x,t)Φ ±1 − εΘ (x,t)Φ * ∓1 , i∂ t Φ 0 + ∂ xx Φ 0 = −2ε(Φ, Φ * )(x,t)Φ 0 + εΘ (x,t)Φ * 0 ,
where ε = ±1 and (Φ, Φ * )(x,t) = 
Both KS models find important physical applications in describing spin-1 and spin-2 Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC). Indeed, BEC of alkali atoms in the F = 1 hyperfine state, elongated in x direction and confined in the transverse directions y, z by purely optical means are described by a 3-component normalized spinor wave
T (x,t) satisfying the equation (2), see [30, 36, 37, 8, 25] :
The assembly of atoms in the hyperfine state of spin F can be described by a normalized spinor wave vector with 2F + 1 components
whose components are labeled by the values of m F = F, . . . , 1, 0, −1, . . ., −F. So the spinor BEC with F = 2 (taken for rather specific choices of the scattering lengths) in dimensionless coordinates takes the form (3) [37, 17] . For those who are interested in the physics of spinor BEC we provide some more relevant references [39, 34, 30, 36, 33, 38] .
In the last decade a new trend was started in nonlinear optics in attempt to explain artificial heterogenic media. Such media exhibit new properties, due to the resonance type of interaction of the media and light are observed in photonic crystals, random lasers, etc (for a review, see [44] ). Some of them can be modeled by the so-called P-and PT-symmetric (parity-time) symmetric systems [5, 6, 7, 31, 32, 1, 3, 4, 21, 40] .
The initial interest in such systems was motivated by quantum mechanics [6, 31] . In [6] it was shown that quantum systems with a non-hermitian Hamiltonian admit states with real eigenvalues, i.e. the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian is not a necessary condition to have real spectrum. Using such Hamiltonians one can build up new quantum mechanics [6, 7, 31, 32] . Starting point is the fact that in the case of a nonHermitian Hamiltonian with real spectrum, the modulus of the wave function for the eigenstates is time-independent even in the case of complex potentials. All this naturally lead to the development of a special class of non-local versions of the NLS equation and its multicomponent versions [41, 3, 21] . The nonlocality introduced is due to the reductions.
The aim of the present paper is to analyze a special type of MNLS equations of KS type and to show that they preserve integrability also when nonlocal reductions are applied. For r = 3 and r = 5 and with the standard (local) reductions they are characterized by the Gross-Pitaevsky energy functionals (see equations (6) , (7) below) and correspond to integrable MNLS models related to symmetric spaces [9] of BD.I-type ≃ SO(2r + 1)/SO(2) × SO(2r − 1). Our expose will treat in parallel both reductions.
In Section 2 we give preliminaries about the BEC in one dimension. We also formulate the Lax representations for the KS-type equations for any r Section 3 deals with the direct and inverse scattering problem for the Lax operators. More specifically, we outline the construction of the fundamental analytic solutions (FAS) of L which allows us to reduce the inverse scattering problem (ISP) for L to a Riemann-Hilbert problem (RHP). Such approach allows one to use the ZakharovShabat dressing method for calculating the soliton solutions of the KS equations. All these considerations are valid for Lax operators of generic form, i.e. without any reductions imposed. In Section 4 we formulate the expansions of q(x,t) and its variation δ q(x,t) over the squared solutions of L for the simplest nontrivial case when L has no discrete eigenvalues. We will see below, that these expansions are compatible with both the local and non-local Z 2 -reductions. Their expansions coefficients are provided by the minimal sets of scattering data and their variations. They allow one to generalize the idea of [2] also to the multicomponent KS-type equations with both local and nonlocal reductions. Thus we demonstrate that in all these case the ISM is a generalized Fourier transform. In Section 5 we outline the fundamental properties of these NLEE of KS type. In Section 6 we recall Mikhailov's reduction group which can naturally be applied also to nonlocal reductions. We derive the constraints on the scattering data imposed by each of these reductions.
Preliminaries

The BEC in one dimension
The main tool for investigating BEC is the Gross-Pitaevski (GP) equation and the GP functional. In the one-dimensional approximation the GP equation in 1D x-space becomes:
where for F = 1 the GP energy functional is given by:
For F = 2 the energy functional is defined by [34, 39, 37 ]
where ε = ±1. The number density n and the singlet-pair amplitude Θ are defined in [39, 37] These two sets of vector NLS eqs. can be viewed as members of another class of MNLS eqs. related to the BD.I type of symmetric spaces. They can be written as [26, 18, 14] :
where q is 2r − 1-component vector and the constant matrix s 0 has nonvanishing elements ±1 only on the second diagonal, see eq. (10) below.
Lax Representation for BD.I-type MNLS equations
The symmetric spaces of the series BD.I are isomorphic to SO(2r + 1)/(SO(2) ⊗ SO(2r − 1), see [23] . The local coordinates on them are provided by the co-adjoint orbits of the algebras so(2r + 1) passing through J = diag (1, 0, . . . , 0, −1). These local coordinates are provided by the matrices q(x,t) = ∑ α∈∆
where the set of roots ∆ + 1 = {e 1 − e 2 , . . . , e 1 − e r , e r , e 1 + e r , . . . , e 1 + e 2 }. For the typical representation we have the matrix form:
The 2r − 1-component vectors q = (q 2 , . . . , q 2r ) T are formed by the coefficients q α as follows:
(n) 0 = 0, and for n = 2r + 1:
With this definition of orthogonality the Cartan subalgebra generators are represented by diagonal matrices. By E (n) sp above we mean n × n matrix whose matrix elements are (E (n)
In terms of these notations the generic MNLS type equations connected to BD.I. acquire the form
This equation allows two types of reductions. The first one -the typical reduction p(x,t) = q * (x,t) is well studied by now, see [27, 9, 22] . The corresponding Hamiltonian for the equations (14) is given by
For r = 2 we introduce the variables 5 and Φ −2 = q 6 . This reproduces the action functionals E GP for F = 1 and F = 2.
The second reduction is a non-local one p(x,t) = −q * (−x,t) and is the main topic of the present paper. As a result we obtain the nonlocal NLS model of BD.Itype: (16) 3 The Direct and the Inverse scattering problem.
Here we will outline the solution of the direct scattering problem and the construction of the fundamental analytic solutions (FAS) [35] . The construction goes true for both choices of involutions: local and nonlocal. Following [43] we reduce it to a RHP.
The Direct scattering problem.
Solving the direct scattering problem for L uses the Jost solutions which are defined by, see [13] and the references therein
and the scattering matrix T (λ ,t) ≡ ψ −1 φ (x,t, λ ). The choice of J and the fact that the Jost solutions and T (λ ,t) take values in the group SO(2r + 1) means that we can use the following block-matrix structure of T (λ ,t) 
The fundamental analytic solutions
It is well known that the Jost solutions satisfy a system of Volterra-type integral equations. Indeed, if we introduce
then Y ± (x,t, λ ) must satisfy:
Here we have used the notation J = diag (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a 2r , a 2r+1 ); i.e. a 1 = 1, a 2 = a 3 = · · · = a 2r = 0, a 2r+1 = −1, (see eq. (9)). The Volterra equations (20) always have solution for real λ . Analytic extension for λ ∈ C + (resp. for λ ∈ C − ) is possible only for the first column of Y − (x,t, λ ) and for the last column of Y + (x,t, λ ) (resp. for the last column of Y − (x,t, λ ) and for the first column of Y + (x,t, λ ). Following Shabat's method [35] we consider two sets of integral equations:
where
Here we used the notation
Then one can prove that the equations (22) (resp. (23)) possess solutions ξ + (x,t, λ ) (resp. ξ − (x,t, λ )) which allow analytic extension for λ ∈ C + (resp. for λ ∈ C − ). The solutions ξ ± (x,t, λ ) can be viewed also as solutions to a RHP
with canonical normalization, i,e, lim λ →∞ ξ ± (x,t, λ ) = 1 1. If we denote by χ ± (x,t, λ ) = ξ ± (x,t, λ )e −iλ Jx then χ ± (x,t, λ ) will be the FAS of L [35, 42, 12] . Below we will use two equivalents sets of FAS:
We have made use of the following notations above:
The Inverse scattering problem (ISP).
An important tool for reducing the ISP to a Riemann-Hilbert problem (RHP) are the fundamental analytic solution (FAS) χ ± (x,t, λ ) andχ ± (x,t, λ ). The Lax representation (11), (12) ensures that if q(x,t) evolves according to (14) then the scattering matrix and its elements satisfy the following linear evolution equations
so the block-diagonal matrices D ± (λ ) can be considered as generating functionals of the integrals of motion. The fact that all (2r − 1) 2 matrix elements of m ± 2 (λ ) for λ ∈ C ± generate integrals of motion reflect the superintegrability of the model and are due to the degeneracy of the dispersion law of (14) . We remind that D ± J (λ ) allow analytic extension for λ ∈ C ± and that their zeroes and poles determine the discrete eigenvalues of L.
Given the solutions χ ± (x,t, λ ) one recovers q(x,t) via the formula
The main goal of the dressing method [42, 10, 19, 24, 22] is, starting from a known solutions χ ± 0 (x,t, λ ) of L 0 (λ ) with potential q (0) (x,t) to construct new singular solutions χ ± 1 (x,t, λ ) of L with a potential q (1) (x,t) with two (or more) addi-tional singularities located at prescribed positions λ ± 1 . It is related to the regular one by a dressing factor u(x,t, λ ), for details see [13, 20, 24] .
The Generalized Fourier Transforms for non-regular J
The generalized Fourier transforms (GFT) for the NLEE are based on the completeness relation for the 'squared solutions' of L. These completeness relations for the case of generic J have been proved in [10] , see also [11, 21] . In our case J is highly degenerate: 2r − 1 of its eigenvalues are vanishing. This fact substantially changes the two important steps in the construction: i) split the algebra g ≃ so(2r +1) into two subspaces:
Here O J is the image of the operator ad J and provides the co-adjoint orbit in g passing through J. In
J is the complementary space orthogonal to O J with respect to the Killing form. In what follows we will introduce the operator π J = ad
We can view q(x,t) ∈ O J as a generic element of the co-adjoint orbit. The rest of the idea for the GFT is based on the analyticity properties of the 'squared solutions' and on the completeness relation of e
and is a natural generalization of the proof for generic J [10, 11, 13] . Skipping the details we formulate the expansions for q(x) and ad −1 J δ q(x). Of course, for the sake of brevity we treat the case when the Lax operator L has no discrete eigenvalues.
Lemma 1. Let the potential q(x,t) be such that the Lax operator L has no discrete eigenvalues. Then as minimal set of scattering data which determines uniquely the scattering matrix T (λ ,t) and the corresponding potential q(x,t) one can consider either one of the sets
for λ ∈ R. In other words, the minimal sets of scattering data consist of the expansion coefficients of q(x) over the 'squared solutions'. Similar expansions hold true also for the variation of q(x) [10, 11, 12] :
If we consider the special type of variations:
To complete the analogy between the standard Fourier transform and the expansions over the 'squared solutions' we need the generating operators Λ ± :
for which the 'squared solutions' are eigenfunctions:
Fundamental properties of the MNLS equations
The expansions (34), (35) and the explicit form of Λ ± and eq. (38) are basic for deriving the fundamental properties of all MNLS type equations related to the Lax operator L. Each of these NLEE is determined by its dispersion law which we choose to be of the form F(λ ) = f (λ )J, where f (λ ) is polynomial in λ . The corresponding NLEE becomes: iad
Theorem 1. The NLEE (39) are equivalent to: i) the equations (31) and ii) the following evolution equations for the generalized Gauss factors of T (λ ):
or, equivalently. to:
The principal series of integrals is generated by the asymptotic expansion of ln m
The first integrals of motion are of the form:
Now iI 1 can be interpreted as the density of the particles, I 2 is the momentum. The third one I 3 = iH MNLS provides the Hamiltonian. Indeed, the Hamiltonian equations of motion given by H (0) = −iI 3 with the Poisson brackets
coincide with the MNLS equations (14) . The above Poisson brackets are dual to the canonical symplectic form:
where ∧ ′ means that taking the scalar or matrix product we exchange the usual product of the matrix elements by wedge-product. The Hamiltonian formulation of eq. (14) with Ω 0 and H 0 is just one member of the hierarchy of Hamiltonian formulations provided by:
where Λ = 1 2 (Λ + + Λ − ). We can also calculate Ω k in terms of the scattering data variations. Imposing the reduction q(x) = q † (x) we get:
This allows one to prove that if we are able to cast Ω 0 in canonical form, then all Ω k will also be cast in canonical form and will be pair-wise equivalent.
6 The consequences of the involutions
Mikhailov's group of reductions
The notion of the reduction group for the integrable NLEE was introduced by Mikhailov in the beginning of the 1980'ies [29] .
The reduction group G R is a finite group which preserves the Lax representation (11), (12) . This means that the reduction constraints are automatically compatible with the evolution. Mikhailov proposed that G R must act on the Lax pair with its two realizations simultaneously: i) G R ⊂ Autg and ii) G R ⊂ Conf C, i.e. as conformal mappings of the complex λ -plane. To each g k ∈ G R we relate a reduction condition for the Lax pair as follows [29] :
where C k ∈ Aut g and Γ k (λ ) ∈ Conf C are the images of g k and η k = 1 or −1 depending on the choice of C k . Since G R is a finite group then for each g k there exist an integer N k such that g N k k = 1 1. In all the cases below N k = 2 and the reduction group is isomorphic to Z 2 .
More specifically the automorphisms C k , k = 1, . . . , 4 listed above lead to the following reductions for the matrix-valued functions
of the Lax representation:
For the nonlocal involutions we change also x → −x and find: 1) C 1 (U † (κ 1 (λ ))) = −U(λ ), C 1 (V † (κ 1 (λ ))) = V (λ ),
2)
C 2 (U T (κ 2 (λ ))) = U(λ ), C 2 (V T (κ 2 (λ ))) = −V (λ ),
3)
C 3 (U * (κ 1 (λ ))) = U(λ ), C 3 (V * (κ 1 (λ ))) = −V (λ ),
4)
C 4 (U(κ 2 (λ ))) = −U(λ ), C 4 (V (κ 2 (λ ))) = V (λ ),
Both types of involutions impose constraints on the scattering matrix and on its Gauss factors that are listed below.
The local involution case
The involution:
On the Jost solutions we have
Conclusion
We demonstrated that the results concerning the GFT for nonlocal reductions hold true also for the MNLS cases, in particular for the Kulish-Sklyanin type models. The results are natural extensions of the ones in [21] to the multicomponent cases.
